Molior to participate in eARTS BEYOND: Shanghai International Gallery Exhibition of Media Art, to be held in China from September 10 to 20, 2009.

Montréal, September 8, 2009 – Mr. Zhang Ga, artistic director for eARTS BEYOND and a key Molior partner, recently invited the organization to participate in the major event.

Presented in the spectacular Oriental Pearl Tower in Shanghai, the exhibit will include Tact by Jean Dubois, 2008/06/16 – Kujukurihama, Chiba, Japan and 2007/10/21 – Ocean Beach, San Francisco, California by Luc Courchesne, through Molior’s participation.

A number of remarkable works have been assembled for the exhibition. Leading artists such as Marina Abramovic, Jim Campbell, Joseph Kosuth, Bill Viola, and David Rokeby are among those invited.

eARTS BEYOND is a platform for promoting new practices in media and contemporary arts. The event is designed to foster recognition of this art form and enhance its presence in the contemporary art market.

This is not the first time Molior has worked with Zhang Ga. As the new media consultant and curator for the National Art Museum of China (NAMOC), Mr. Zhang invited the organization to exhibit Canadian artists in Synthetic Times – Media Art China as part of the cultural events surrounding the 2008 Beijing Olympics.

General information:

- Source: Dominique Boileau, Assistant to the director
  Email: dominique@molior.ca

- Groupe Molior: www.molior.ca